Vault your way to career success!

Do you want to know the scoop on what it is really like to work for a particular company? Curious about whether your chosen profession will lead you to riches?

Answers to all these questions and more can be found at Vault.com. This resource provides in-depth information on various industries, careers, and companies. Vault is available from the Library’s homepage, www.lib.montana.edu/epubs/indexes.html, and can be accessed both on and off campus.

Vault has over 2,300 occupation surveys the includes information on job responsibilities, hiring and education requirements, uppers an downers of the job, work lifestyle, compensation and advice for newcomers to the profession.

Users can also download over 90 guides on top employers in a given industry, career and industry guides as well as interview and resume guides.

Company profiles are available for many companies that discuss the interview process, salaries, uppers and downers and survey results from current employees. Coupled with this are company message boards that contain valuable information on what’s happening with a company from both insider and outsider perspectives.

Before you go on your next job interview or apply for an internship, be sure to check out Vault.

Name that Movie Quote! - Match the quote on the left to its movie. Rewatch these great movies or see them for the first time by checking them out from the Library’s Video and DVD collection.

A. “This is a story about a man named Harold Crick and his wristwatch.”
B. “No one gets left behind! No one gets left behind! Outstanding Soldier.”
C. Bob: “Looks like you’ve been missing a lot of work lately.”
   Peter: “I wouldn’t say that I’ve been missing it, Bob!”
D. “Keep your friends close, but your enemies closer.”

Answers:  A. Stranger Than Fiction      B. Little Miss Sunshine       C. Office Space        D. The Godfather Part II
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